
Vehicle Wrap and Decal 
Maintenance Guidelines

These guidelines are to avoid the risk of lifting an edge or damaging the 
vehicle wrap or decals

Your new wrap will last for several years, even in the heat and cold. You can help ensure the longest life 
possible by following these basic use and care guidelines.

Once you receive vehicle back upon install, please do not wash within the first week. 

How to Care for Your Vehicle Wrap and Decals:

• Avoid high pressure drive through wash bays. Self-serve car wash bays are preferred
• Hand washing is best by lightly spraying surface dirt from vehicle using soap solution
• Use foaming brush to gently brush off any remaining dirt

Pressure Washing

Wrapped vehicles may be power washed or pressure washed with extreme care using a maximum of 2000 PSI 
water pressure. Excessive pressure during power washing can damage the graphic by allowing water to soak 
underneath the vinyl and lessen its adhesion to the vehicle surface, causing the vinyl to lift, peel and/or cut.

Spray Nozzle with 40-degree wide spray pattern and nozzle protector. Keep the nozzle at least 2 feet away 
from the graphics and perpendicular to the surface.

Window Films

Aggressive brushing and power washing can damage window films. Such damage can result in water 
getting under the graphics and into the perforations. When this happens, the water migrates from hole to 
hole and destroys the film’s adhesion to the window. The graphics may then lift and curl. These problems are 
magnified by wind while the vehicle is moving.

• Avoid car washes (hand wash using a mild soap and water with a soft brush, rag or sponge)
• Applying a wax over the wrap, by hand, can help add protection to the vinyl

THIS WILL VOID WARRANTY
• Never use an ice scraper
• Never roll the windows up/down. Rolling windows up/down will cause damage to window films. 
• Never use the rear wiper

Loose decals could tear away from the window of a moving vehicle and can cause obstruction to 
motorists.


